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Abstract. The study about online consumer loyalty is limited, but how to 
evaluate the customers' E-loyalty to a sales website is always a noticeable 
question. By using some methods of fiizzy mathematics, we provide a more 
accurate way to evaluate E-loyalty of sales website. Moreover, this method can 
differentiate level and degree of each factor that influences E-loyalty. 

1 Introduction 

With the development of electronic commerce, more and more companies have 
conducted online sales in their website. Generally, customers' switching costs of 
sales website is very low. For customer, jumping from one website to other 
alternative websites that offer similar products or services is very easy, just a click of 
mouse. Therefore a company must take some measures to retain their online 
customers. First of all, a company needs to know the customers' E-loyalty to their 
sales website. By evaluating the website E-loyalty degree, a company can find 
defects, then take action to improve customers' E-loyalty. 

In this paper, website E-loyalty means online customers' loyalty to sales 
website. We know that costs associated with acquiring new customers is five times 
the costs of retaining customers[l]. In electronic commerce, research has revealed 
that keeping and attracting customers is so expensive and switching online is so 
easy[2]. This is why E-loyalty is so important to retailer online. Loyal customers 
would often visit your website and purchase merchandise. Loyal customers want to 
be associated with your website, and tell other people about your website. Loyal 
customers don't even want to consider the competition's offers. E-loyalty means that 
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you can get a much bigger piece of each customer's lifetime value. Consequently, 
your profits would increase, and your stock prices would get higher. 

Anyway, retailer online should evaluate its customers' E-loyalty and try to 
improve it. However evaluating E-loyalty is difficult because too many factors 
would influence E-loyalty, and the effect of each factor is different. Existing 
evaluating method usually don't differentiate effect of each factor, and factors are 
too miscellaneous. This reduces accuracy and usability of E-loyalty evaluating result. 

In this paper, we provide a more accurate way to evaluate E-loyalty of sales 
website. We use some methods of fuzzy mathematics to evaluate E-loyalty. Using 
these methods we can differentiate effect of each factor. 

2 Four-layer comprehensive evaluation index system 

Many scholars have investigated online customer's switching behaviors. Some 
people study the difference of online customers. They analyze online customers' 
behavioral patterns, attitudes, demographic characteristics, and so on. They try to 
find out character and discriminate factors between stayers and switchers[3,4,5]. 

To establish evaluation index of E-loyalty, we are more interested in studies that 
investigate impact factors of E-loyalty. Based on conventional theory of consumer 
behavior, research has showed that customer loyalty and retention lie on customer 
satisfaction and switching barriers[6,7,8].Chen and Hitt found that customer 
demographic characteristics have little effect on switching online, but that systems 
usage measures and systems quality are associated with reduced switching[9]. Based 
on relationship marketing theory, commitment and trust are the main reasons for 
customer to stay with a business. The effects of these social and psychological 
factors are very important for customer retention. 

Actually, the customers' E-loyalty to a sales website comes from many aspects. 
As we describe above, most studies show that these factors include customer 
satisfaction, switching barriers, commitment, trust and so on. To describe directly all 
these factors using quantitative index is almost impossible. However we find that 
these factors lie on the quality, service , action of website ultimately. So we adopt an 
indirect method to deal with this problem. We can describe the customers' E-loyalty 
to a sales website by a series of website evaluating index. 

Indeed, a single index can't reflect all factors. In order to provide an effective 
evaluation, it is necessary to establish a systematic comprehensive index system. In 
order to distinguish so many factors, we should classify these factors in terms of 
characteristic of the factors. So we introduce a four-layer comprehensive evaluation 
index system by settling correlative study results. 

According to existing correlative study and our analysis, we think the E-Ioyalty 
comes from customer satisfaction, switching costs and trust. Research has indicated 
that satisfaction have significant effect on online customer loyalty[6,8]. But customer 
satisfaction is a necessary condition of E-loyalty, not a sufficient condition . Online 
customers are likely to switch to other sales websites and select other E-retailers 
even though they are very satisfied with your online sales. In fact, switching costs is 
the actual reason preventing customer from switching. Switching costs is all 
expenses when customer switches to other suppliers which includes two kinds of 
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costs. One can be scaled by currency while another can't be scaled by currency. In 
the later kind of switching costs, the most important representation is trust. So the 
factors effecting customers' E-loyalty are classified as three sorts, that is, customer 
satisfaction, switching costs and trust. Each sort needs to be subdivided. In the end, 
we establish a four-layer comprehensive evaluation index system. 

We think E-loyalty comes from three aspects. Each aspects is influenced by 
many factors, we subdivide and conclude a hierarchy of primary factors(see Table 
l).The analysis is chiefly based on existing study results[5,9,10,Il]. 

So the E-loyalty is determined by three combined index, i.e.O=f (Ui,U2,U3). 
Combined index Ui is determined by combined Uii,Ui2,Ui3,Ui4,Ui5 , and combined 
index Ujj is determined terminal index Uyk. The index, U2 and U3, are similar. The 
value of terminal index can be given by experts and customers. 

Table 1. 

First layer 

0: 
E-loyalty 

the four-layer comprehensive evaluation index system 

Second layer 

Ui: 
Customer 

satisfaction 

U2: 
Switching 

costs 

Third layer 

Uii! laying out 
merchandise 

U12: usability of 
website 

U13: transaction 
process 

U14: support and 
service 

U15: provision of 
information and 

tool 

U21: renege on the 
contract 

U22: repetitive 
purchase discount 
U23: profit from 

loyal plan 

Fourth layer 

Uini convenient navigation 
U112: variety of merchandise 

U113: update speed 
U121: speed of download 

U122: variety information format 
U123: security 
U124: stability 

U125: accessibility 
Ui3i :choose and buy 
Ui32 ideal with order 

U133 : payment 
U134 :delivery 

Ui4i: various service and support 
mode 

U142: responding speed of service and 
support 

U143: conformity of online and 
offline 

Ui5i: search engine 

U152: other helpful information 

U153: tool s of analysi s and 
comparison 

U211: renege compensation 

U212: bargaining costs 
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U3 Trust 

U31: communication 
with customers 

U32: treat with of 
customer complain 

U33: privacy 

U311: responding speed to reasonable 
customer demand and advice 

U312: frequency of communicating 
with customer 

U313: variety of communication mode 
U314: effect of measure in customer 

relation maintenance 
U321: responding speed to customer 

complaint j 
U322: usefulness of customer 

complaint treatment 
U331: customer privacy protection 

policy 
U332: customer privacy protection 

technique 
U333: transparency of private 

information collection | 

3 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model 

Comprehensive evaluation includes three elements: evaluation index, evaluation 
value and evaluation result. For each evaluation index , we can acquire a evaluation 
value, and this evaluation value forms a evaluation result. In fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation [12], evaluation index is a set of index , and evaluation value is a set of 
remarks. For example, the evaluation value is V={very satisfied, satisfied , 
appreciably satisfied, not satisfied}. Assuming evaluation index as set U={ui,U2,...Un}, 
evaluation value as set V={vi,V2,..-Vm}, the evaluation result is a fiizzy mapping: 

f:U->F(V) 
the fuzzy mapping f forms a fuzzy relation R, R is a matrix: 

R = 

^ i p ^ l 2 v -

^2P^22v 

'\m 

'2m 

^n\^^n2^' 

(1) 

Because weightiness of each evaluation index is different, we should distribute each 
evaluation index a weighting coefficient. Assuming the weighting coefficient set as 

A = {a^,a^, a J (2) 

Then fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is calculated as follows: 

B = {b,A^ b„) = AoR (3) 
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6,=X(a^.xr^,.) (4) 

in Eq.(4), we use "+" and "x " operators instead of Zadeh operators(max and min)in 
order to get a normalization result. 

Our evaluation index system has four-layer, so the comprehensive evaluation is 
calculated as follows: 

(5) 0 = AoB = Ao 

c,= 

C,= 

c,= 

'c,: 
c 

c 
. ^ 3 3 . 

= 

'B; 

B, 

A. 
= ^ o 

" ^ i i ° ^ n 1 

^12 ° -/^n 

^ 3 ° ''^n 

^14 ° ''^,4 

" ^ 2 1 ° •'?21 " 

i?22 0 i?22 

i?23 ° -^23 . 

"^31 ° -/̂ Sl ' 

^32 ° ^32 

^ 33 o i 
? 3 3 . 

" j , o C , 

^ 2 ° C 2 

. ^ 3 ° C 3 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where vector A denotes the weighting coefficients of second layer index U|,U2,U3. 
Similarly, vector A|, A2, A3 and Ajj are the weighting coefficients of third layer 
index and fourth layer index. 

^ = (a , ,02 ,^3) (9) 

A = ( « 1 P « 1 2 ' « 1 3 ' « 1 4 ' « . 5 ) 

^11 ~ \^i\\'^\i2^^\n) 

^12 ~ V^121»'^122''^123''^124''^125 J 

^13 ~ v'^131' '^l32' '^133' '^134/ 

^ 4 ~ (.'^141''^142''^143/ 

As = («,: »«153) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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^ 2 ~ ( ' ^ 2 1 ' ^ 2 2 ' ^ 2 3 ) 

^21 ~ (^2119^212/ 

^ 3 ~ \^319 ^32 9 ^33 / 

^31 " ( ^ 3 1 1 9 ^ 3 1 2 9 ^ 3 1 3 9 ^ 3 1 4 / 

^32 ~ (^3219^^322) 

^ 3 3 - ( ^ 3 3 1 9 ^ 3 3 2 9*^333) 

Matrix Ry is evaluation result, determined by fuzzy mapping: 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

f^ :UeF(V) 

Rij can be obtained from experts' grade or/and customers inquiry . The process of 
obtaining these data is very simple. A company merely needs to send questionnaire 
to experts and customers through Internet, and call back questionnaire. In e-
commerce circumstance, it is easy and low-cost. Certainly, the company should use 
right manner and means so that customers are willing to accept survey. In this way, 
the company could achieve high ratio of questionnaire callback. The evaluation 
result based on enough data is effective . 

4 Determining weighting coefficients of the comprehensive 
evaluation model 

There are many factors that influence E-loyalty. We differentiate these factors by 
classification, and establish fourth-layer index system. The effect of each index is 
different, so each index is distributed a weighting coefficient. But how to determine 
weighting coefficients is more accurate? There are many methods that we can choose 
to determine weighting coefficients. These methods are the Delphi method, the 
comparative matrix method, the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and so on. When 
we implement fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, we can select an appropriate method 
according to convenience of data collection and decision environment. If the 
weighting coefficients can be directly determined, we can choose the Delphi method. 
If the data can be compared in pairs, we can choose the comparative matrix method. 
If the relative importance of index can be estimated, we can choose AHP. 

Usually, weighting coefficients should conform to consistency, so we should 
make consistency test. If weighting coefficients can't conform to consistency, we 
should determine weighting coefficients once again. In the end, we should make 
weighting coefficients normalization to obtain final weighting coefficients. 

The process of determining weighting coefficients is indicated in Fig. 1. 
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Choose 
method 

Determine weighting coefficient 

Obtain the initial weighting 
coefficient value 

N 

Normalization 

Obtain the final 
weighting coefficient value 

Fig. 1. the process of determining weighting coefficients 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a four-layer evaluation index system and a fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation model for evaluating E-loyalty of sales website. The main 
advantage of this method is that those factors affecting E-loyalty of sales website can 
be classified by four layers, and different effect of each factor can be differentiated 
by weighting coefficient. Moreover, the evaluation process, including data collection 
and calculation, is simple and feasible. 

This model can be implemented conveniently on microcomputer using 
computer programming language and a relational database. For a sales website, 
evaluating its E-loyalty frequently, discovering existing disadvantage and improving 
E-loyalty is very important in fierce market competition. 
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